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Motivations

Graph processing operates on a large volume of highly connected data.

Real-world applications of graph processing includes:
• Social network
• Digital maps
• Webpage hyperlinks
• Very Large-Scale Integration (VLSI) layout of integrated circuit (IC) and more
Applications of BFS

Finding Shortest Path: In an unweighted graph, the shortest path is the path with least number of edges. With Breadth First, we always reach a vertex from given source using the minimum number of edges.

Finding Minimum Spanning Tree for unweighted graph In an unweighted graph, in case of unweighted graphs, any spanning tree is Minimum Spanning Tree, and we can use either Depth or Breadth first traversal for finding a spanning tree.
Applications of BFS

**Peer to Peer Networks**: In Peer-to-Peer Networks like BitTorrent, Breadth First Search is used to find all neighbor nodes.

**Social Networking Websites**: In social networks, we can find people within a given distance ‘k’ from a person using Breadth First Search till ‘k’ levels.

**GPS Navigation systems**: Breadth First Search is used to find all neighboring locations.

**Broadcasting in Network**: In networks, a broadcasted packet follows Breadth First Search to reach all nodes.
Adjacency Matrix Representation of a Graph

Matrix:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Graph:
Sequential BFS

BreadthFirstSearch( G, A ): //G is graph and A is source node

1. Let Q be the queue
2. Q.enqueue( A )
3. Mark A node as visited.
4. While ( Q is not empty )
5. \( B = Q.dequeue() \)
6. Processing all the neighbors of B
7. For all neighbors C of B
8. \( \text{If } C \text{ is not visited, } Q.\text{enqueue}( C ) \)
9. Mark C a visited

For Graph representation in Adjacency Matrix of size \( N \times N \), the time complexity for BFS is \( O(N^2) \)
CONCEPT DIAGRAM

1. Mark any node as Starter or Initial
2. Explore and traverse un-visited nodes adjacent to starting node
3. Mark Node as Completed and move to next adjacent and un-visited nodes
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Level 2

2-D Partition Parallel BFS Algorithm

```python
def 2_D_distributed_memory_BFS( graph(V,E), source s):
    // normal initialization
    for all v in V do
        d[v] = -1;
    d[s] = 0;
    // begin BFS traversal
    for l = 0 to infinite do:
        F = {the set of local vertexes with level l}
        // all vertexes traversed
        if F = {} for all processors then:
            terminate the while loop
        // traverse vertexes by sending message to selected processor
        for all processor q in this processor-column do:
            Send F to processor q
            Receive F_q^" from q
        // deal with the receiving information after the frontier traversal
        F' = Union{F_q^"} for all q
        N = {neighbors of vertexes in F' using edge lists on this processor}
        // broadcast the neighbor vertexes by sending message to their owner processor
        for all processor q in this processor-row do:
            N_q = {vertexes in N owned by processor q}
            Send N_q to processor q
            Receive N_q^" from q
        // form the next frontier used for next layer traversal
        F'' = Union{N_q^"} for all q
        // layer distance update
        for v in F'' and d(v) = -1 do:
            level = l + 1
```
NOTE: The key idea in parallelizing the BFS algorithm is to synchronize levels in which a node is visited from the start node.
2-D Partition of Data

• Let total number of processors are \( P \)
  Then \( P = M^2 \) i.e. \( P \) is a perfect square.

• Then the adjacent matrix of size \( N \times N \) is divided into \( (N/M)^2 \) size.

• Let the total vertices are \( N \) (since size of adjacency matrix is \( N \times N \)) then each processor will have \( N/P \) vertices.
Parallel BFS 2-D Partition

The main steps of BFS traversal in the following algorithm are:

- Construct the frontier with vertexes from local storage.
- Terminate the traversal if frontier from all processors are empty.
- Expand phase - based on local vertexes, only send messages to processors in processor-column to tell them these vertexes are in the frontier, receive messages from these processors.
- Merge all receiving messages and form the net frontier N.
- Fold phase - based on the local vertexes in next frontier, send messages to owner processors of these vertexes in processor-row.
- Merge all receiving messages and update the distance value of vertexes in the next frontier.
Data Used

Two data are used:

1. 1K Nodes data generated.
2. 400K Nodes data generated.
Runtime as a Function of Processors on 1000 vertices dataset

1000 NODES DATASET
Runtime Vs Speedup on 1000 nodes dataset

SPEEDUP vs RUNTIME W.R.T. PROCESSORS FOR 1000 VERTICES DATA
Runtime Vs Speedup on 1000 nodes dataset
Runtime as a Function of Processors on 400K vertices dataset

RUNTIME W.R.T. PROCESSORS FOR 400K VERTICES DATA
Speedup on 400K nodes dataset

SPEEDUP W.R.T. PROCESSORS FOR 400K VERTICES DATA

- **x-axis**: Number of processors
- **y-axis**: Speedup

- Speedup values are plotted for different numbers of processors:
  - 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, 100, 121, 144

- The chart shows an increasing trend in speedup as the number of processors increases.
SPEEDUP vs RUNTIME W.R.T. PROCESSORS FOR 400K VERTICES DATA
Observations:

1. For smaller input of 1000 vertices the runtime slowed done after 100 processors. This shows that the network overhead become costlier in comparison to the speedup achieved by the division of computation across processors.

2. For 400K vertex dataset runtime kept on decreasing as the number of processors increased from 4 to 144. This shows that for larger dataset this algorithm performs very well and achieve consistent speedup.

3. This algorithm works best with larger dataset where computation per processors are higher which enables it to take advantage of parallel processing and gain considerable sustainable speedups. Also, higher density graph are much better suited than lower density graph as adjacency matrix is not a suitable data structure to store lower density graphs.
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